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The Monkton Bluefriars 

Small Boats Head 
Saturday 12th October 2019 

 

EVENT INVITATION 

The Course 
The race will be held on the River Avon at Saltford, which is between Bath and 
Bristol. 3 long course divisions and 2 short course divisions are run through the 
day. All races finish at Saltford Rowing Club. 
 
Short Course 
Distance: 1,100m upstream, a short 
break then 1,100m downstream. 

Long Course 
Distance: 3,300m downstream

 
Boating from: Saltford Rowing Centre, Bath Road, Saltford, BS31 3JS 

Entries 
Entries via British Rowing Online Entry only. 
Entries close: Thursday 3rd October 2019 at 10am 
  
Entry fee: £10 per head (coxes free). 
 
All entries must be paid before time of the draw unless by prior agreement. 

Results and Prizes 
Results will be posted to www.bluefriars.org.uk on the day of the event. 
Medals for all event winners with 1 or more competition.  

Contact Details 
Race & Entries Secretary: Toby Saunders 
Email: tobylsaunders@gmail.com           Phone: 07727 27 3033 

http://www.bluefriars.org.uk/
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The Monkton Bluefriars 

Small Boats Head 
Saturday 12th October 2019 

 

TIMETABLE 

Site set up 
Site opens: 7am 
Site set up: 7am - 9am 
Club registration from 8.30am 
 
Monitors to their positions: 9.00am 
Timekeepers start watches: 9.00am 
Launches on duty: 9.20am 

Long course ('L' Divisions) 
 

 Division L1 Division L2 Division L3 

Launch: 9.30am – 10.00am 11.30am – 12.00pm 2.30pm – 3.00pm 

Race starts: 10.30am 12.30pm  3.30pm 

Boats off the water: 10.45am - 11.30am 12.45pm – 1.30pm 3.45pm – 4.30pm 

 

Short course ('S' Divisions) 
 

 Division S1 Division S2 

Launch and race upstream: 12.00pm – 12.15pm 3.00pm – 3.15pm 

Turn and race downstream: 12.15pm – 12.30pm 3.15pm – 3.30pm 

Boats off the water: 12.30pm – 12.45pm 3.30pm – 3.45pm 

Helpers 
 Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 

Start of shift: 09.20am 11.20am 2.20pm 

End of shift 11.30am 1.30pm 4.30pm 

http://www.bluefriars.org.uk/
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ENTRIES 

1 All changes must be made on BROE2.  

 

2 On race day notice of scratching must be handed in at entries desk.  

 

3 Notice of scratching should include a full explanation of the reasons for the 

scratching. Failure to provide an adequate explanation could affect the acceptance 

of a Club’s entries in future years.  

 

4 Any alteration in composition of a crew must be notified and updated within BROE2 

at least 1 hour before the division. Failure to comply with this rule will render a crew 

ineligible for any prize and may result in disqualification.  

 

5 No crew will be allowed to change class of boat or status after the draw. Any crew 

unable to make its original status due to crew changes after the draw has been 

made may be allowed to row. It will be shown as unclassified in the results and 

ineligible for any prize.  

 

6 Requests for Time Only due to changes not allowed by the British Rowing Rules of 

Racing, must be emailed to the race secretary, together with the new crew line up, 

including full name and club.  

 

7 Cancellations: Check the website before the event. We will notify competitors if the 
event is cancelled e.g. weather, flooding etc. 
 

8 Masters: We run the handicapping system for masters - see the Almanack for an 
explanation of how it works. 
 

9 Substitutions: All substitutions and changes MUST be made on BROE2. If there is 
a need to make unavoidably late changes and substitutions, competitors are 
reminded that under British Rowing rules, it is the crew’s responsibility to keep us 
informed of any changes. If, at the discretion of the Secretary, an entry or 
substitution is accepted which is contrary to BROE2 rules the crew involved will 
become an unofficial entry and will be timed only.  
 

10 Insurance: British rowing insurance is only valid for UK residents defined in the 
standard way as resident in the country for more than six months in a year. 
Overseas competitors must be adequately insured.  

 
11 British Rowing Membership Cards: All competitors must bring their Membership 

Cards. Random checking will be taking place. British Rowing members who do not 
have their membership card available or their membership has expired, will not be 
able to race. Crews withdrawn for this reason will not be refunded. 

http://www.bluefriars.org.uk/
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BUMPS 

1 If we get competition in OJ13, WJ13, OJ12 and WJ12, OJ11 and WJ11, we will 
separate out the events; otherwise we will make them respectively OJ13, OJ12, 
OJ11.  

 
2 Unless instructed otherwise in the entry notes bumps will happen as follows, in 

this order:  
 

 Unopposed J11, J12, J13 will be bumped up one age group if eligible.  

 Unopposed J14 in the short course will be bumped to J15 (if eligible and with 
few ranking points) in the short course – if you prefer them to be bumped into 
J15 in the long course, please say so in the entry notes.  

 Unopposed J15 in the short course will not be bumped.  

 Unopposed J15 in the long course will be bumped to J16  

 Unopposed J16 crews will be bumped to J17  

 Unopposed J17 crews will be bumped to J18  

 Unopposed J18 crews will be bumped to Sch Junior  

 Unopposed Sch Jun crews will be bumped to senior  

 Unopposed masters crews (with no masters handicap race) will be bumped to 
senior.  

 Unopposed mixed senior crews will be bumped to senior open.  

 Unopposed mixed masters crews will be bumped to mixed senior.  
 
3 Any banding will be decided after these bumps. Senior, Masters and Junior 

Crews may be divided into bands within their age band and boat category, 
according to the numbers of crews entered and the spread of ranking points. 

 
 

 

PARKING 

Competitors can park in the Barnsdale Park field, east of the club on the A4. 
 
Boat trailers and cars carrying boats should be parked in the Field next to the 
main road.  No other cars will be allowed this field. Please park trailers tidily next 
to the railway line.   
 
The area behind the UBBC boathouse is reserved for Cars delivering equipment 
for the race, Umpires, and Disabled.  If you park here, please note your car will 
not be accessible until well after racing is completed.  
 
Members of the start team and Monitors 1-4 will find it better to park in the 
Newbridge Park & Ride, after picking up your kit bag at the clubhouse. 
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RACING AND SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 
PLEASE ENSURE THAT ALL CREWS ARE AWARE OF AND FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS. 

Before launching 
 

1 Competitors – All entrants in the race should:  

a) be aware that they enter the Head at their own risk.  

b) ensure that they are fully insured against that risk.  

c) be competent rowers and competent swimmers and aware that the advice of 

British Rowing is that capsize drills should have been done.  

d) be satisfied that they are sufficiently fit and competent to participate safely in 

the Head in the conditions as they find them on the day.  

2 Boats: It is the responsibility of the competitors and their clubs to ensure that 

their boats are safe and are prepared to the standards required by the British 

Rowing ‘Guide to Safe Practice in Rowing’ and are suitable for the crew and 

conditions in which they are to be used.  Crews should check their boats prior to 

going to the launching rafts.  Control Commission may undertake spot check 

inspections of the boats and may ask the competitors to perform the checks 

themselves under supervision. They will exclude any boat that fails to meet the 

standard laid down until they are put right by the competitor to the satisfaction of 

the Commission.    

 

3 Please make sure before approaching the stages that all boats:  

a) have an approved ball securely attached to the bow  

b) have secure hatches/bungs for all buoyancy compartments   

c) have no holes in the canvases  

d) have secure heel restraints for all rowing/sculling shoes   

e) All coxswains should be wearing an approved lifejacket or buoyancy aid.   

f) Coxswains of front-loading boats must wear a lifejacket which will not inflate or 

provide buoyancy until the wearer is clear of the boat.  

g) All members of the crew must be adequately dressed for winter conditions.  

 

4 Boats on Trestles: All boats and blades when not being used for racing should 

be kept on trestles in the Boat Field on the river side of the railway just upstream 

of the boathouse. All blades must be removed from or near rafts and may be 

stored on the A-frames provided.  Monkton Bluefriars is not liable for any injury or 

damage resulting from use of these frames. 

5 Coxes and Steerspeople: They must be competent at steering the boat that 

they are in charge of during racing conditions. They must understand orders from 

race officials. Specifically, they must be able to maneuver the boat during 

marshalling, turn the boat for racing, know which is port and starboard, know how 

to hold the boat quickly and be able to take charge of the crew during an incident 

http://www.bluefriars.org.uk/
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or emergency. All coxes and steerspeople must familiarise themselves with the 

overtaking rules in force for the race. They must be able to read a car number 

plate from distance of 20 metres. Ideally the eyesight of the bow pair should also 

be at this standard. 

6 Coxes are reminded that they should comply with the minimum weight 

requirements for each crew they cox. These exclude the cox box which is part of 

the boat and are:  

 

 55kg for Senior Open, Masters Open, J18, J17, J16 and mixed crews  

 50kg for Senior Women, Masters Women, WJ18, WJ17 and WJ16 crews  

 45kg for all J15 and younger crews  
 

To make up this weight a lighter cox shall carry dead weight and coxes should 
bring their own dead weights.  

 
7 Competitors Numbers: The card number should be attached to the back of 

bow's/sculler's racing kit with four safety pins at the corners. Care must be taken 
when removing outer layers of clothing to make sure that the number is not 
removed. A number is also provided for coxed boats. The adhesive number 
should be attached to the port (left) strokeside of the saxboard above the 
waterline and as far forward as possible.  It is acceptable to use Empacher slot 
cards to display the adhesive number. If used, the number must be visible on the 
port (left) stroke side. Old numbers from other competitions or divisions must be 
removed. We cannot guarantee to produce a time for crews that fail to comply 
with these instructions.  

 
8 River Conditions: We will monitor the state of river and the forecasts throughout 

the week prior to the race and will report them on our web site. Crews that are 

withdrawn on the day due to weather will be refunded, although this entirely at 

the race secretary’s discretion. The organizers will decide before the event, or on 

the day, whether to allow the event to proceed depending on the weather 

conditions. 

 
9 Indoor facilities are not available to Competitors, so please come changed. 

Bring warm clothes, sturdy footwear (no wellies on the raft or in a launch). 
 

10 Registration: Registration is upstairs in the Avon boathouse. Registration for 
ALL crews in each club will be issued together. Coxes are not weighed at this 
event. In accordance with British Rowing Rules of Racing Notice is given that 
this rule is not being enforced. 
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Launching   

 

1 Launching (all divisions): is at the time stated on the timetable.  Please ensure 

that your trailer arrives in time for you to assemble your boats and launch at the 

times stated. Higher numbered crews should launch. You are strongly advised 

not to wear Wellingtons on the rafts.   

 

Some clubs will launch from “Minerva” and need to be in position at the 

appropriate time.  

 

If your launch raft is “Avon” please use the FIVE rafts in front of the Avon County 

and Bristol University boathouses. Bring your boats down stern first and observe 

the land circulation pattern which forms part of these instructions. All boats 

should approach the river from between the boathouses.  Eights, quads and fours 

will launch from the 3 downstream rafts and singles and doubles will launch from 

the 2 upstream rafts unless directed otherwise by the marshals.  NO CREW will 

be allowed to join the queue to launch after the time notified for the crew in the 

starting order. 

 

2 Launching (Long course) 
After launching, crews should marshal right up by the sluice beyond the top 

bridge.  

 

 

http://www.bluefriars.org.uk/
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a. Minerva RC and Bath University (Long course only) 
Minerva RC and Bath University should launch at Newbridge. Numbers 
for boats launching at Newbridge must be collected from Saltford. Boats 
will be checked by an official. Warming up is only allowed rowing 
upstream, starting 150m above the railway bridge. Only warm up when 
there is space between other crews heading to the race start. After the 
race, wait near the Marina well downstream of the Saltford boathouses 
(i.e. out of the way of boats coming in at Saltford).  

 
3 Launching (Short course) 

All boats racing over the short course must boat from Saltford. The launching 
order will be 4x, followed by 2x, then 1x. Faster boats will be sent off first. 
 
When launching, remain at the raft. The race manager will instruct crews to 
move off the raft.  
 
Immediately after moving away from the raft, crews will paddle upstream and 
start racing just before they pass the timing point. Overtaking and stopping 
between the raft and the start are not allowed, even if the resulting starting order 
is not strictly numerical. The distance between the rafts and the start line is 
approximately 100m.  
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Rowing on the Avon 

 
 

1 Permanent Hazards: There are two bridges with concrete supports in the middle of 

the river - one HALFWAY along the long course (BOTTOM BRIDGE) and the other 

(TOP BRIDGE) just above the long course start. There are boats moored at various 

places along the bank. There are some low-hanging trees. See navigation 

instructions below.  

2 Bottom bridge: Refer to the diagram ‘Steering through the bridge’ on the website. 
Steer through the inside corner arch (Avon side). Overtaking crews have right of 
way. When racing downstream, stay to the right (north) before the bend so that you 
have the space to make the turn. It will be worth noting the corner (Corner H) on the 
way up to the start 

 

3 Possible Hazards: There are overhanging trees all along the course – some reach 

down to river level. There may also be branches and tree stumps in the water.  

 

4 River Traffic: Please be careful of moored boats. The River is open to other traffic 
e.g. narrowboats. Please be patient if racing is delayed. If you meet other traffic, 
you must keep RIGHT. 

 
5 Overtaking: Overtaking boats have right of way.  Overtaking crews should pass on 

the port (Avon Rowing Club) side and those being overtaken should ensure that 
they are on the starboard (Minerva) side of the river.  

 
Crews must listen for and respond to instructions from umpires/race officials 
particularly if overtaking on the approach to the bottom bridge. You may be 
instructed to alter course and/or speed and take different arches at the bridge. 

 
There is plenty of room for passing, except at the bottom bridge half way down the 
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course. If you fall in, stay with your boat and swim with it to the bank. .  
 

6 Information for coxes and steerspeople: The course is inspected before the race; 

any hazards additional to those listed above will be posted on notice boards in 

Registration. Clubs launching from Minerva must send a representative to the Avon 

Rowing clubhouse to register. The race committee may decide to prevent some or all 

crews launching if river conditions are difficult. Please respect their decision.  

 

7 Crews based at Minerva may launch from their slipway but may have their boats 

checked before launching and must remain upstream of the bottom bridge.  

8 Crews must wear uniform racing kit above the waist and must be appropriately 

dressed for the conditions.  

9 Details of these SAFETY arrangements are on our website and in the program. The 

race monitors can see the whole course and each division is followed by safety 

launches. If you fall in it is usually the safest option to stay with your boat and follow 

the instructions that you learnt in your capsize drills. Help will be on its way very 

quickly. 

10 Remember that your boat will float even when capsized so STAY WITH IT and be 

prepared to shout warnings to oncoming crews. 

11 Be aware of the possibility of Weil’s disease. Wash your hands and if you get flu-

like symptoms see a doctor. See the club website for further advice. 

 

http://www.bluefriars.org.uk/
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Proceeding to the start 
 

1 Proceeding to the start: Keep to the starboard/right hand side (Avon Rowing Club 

Bank). Go through the starboard/right hand arch of both bridges. Look out for slower 

crews and other river users coming downstream. All crews are asked to launch 

promptly and should look out for the youngsters as they pass.   

Long course crews should get themselves above the bottom bridge as quickly as 

possible. The long course will only be started after any crews from the short course 

have started their downstream race. 

 

2 Marshalling (short course): after racing upstream, crews will be marshalled just 

below the Bottom Bridge. Please get into racing order with bows facing upstream on 

the Minerva side of the river. You will be told when to turn around and proceed to the 

start of the downstream race. 

 

3 Marshalling (long course): crews should marshal above the TOP bridge facing 

upstream on the starboard/right hand side (Avon boathouse bank) until told to turn. 

Watch out for debris caught on the bridge. 

 

4 Lining up to start the race: Competitors should arrange themselves facing 
upstream in the right order. Instructions will be given for taking tracksuits off and 
turning, after which competitors must be prepared to race immediately. Turn 
downstream and get in line to race as soon as you can about 100m upstream the 
start. There is typically around a 30 second gap between each boat starting. Keep 
closely bunched until told to spread to out about 100m above the start. The order 
"Number xx, GO!" will be given just below the top railway bridge, and the time 
recorded from several lengths downstream. Gaps of several minutes may be 
included in the start sequence if necessary. 
 

5 RACING crews must row on the STARBOARD/RIGHT (Minerva bank) side of the 

river, overtaking on the PORT/LEFT (Avon bank).  Slower crews must give way to 

faster crews. Time penalties may be awarded for unsafe behavior.  
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During the race 
 

1 Stopping the race: If monitors have to stop the race, they will blow a whistle and 

wave a red flag and/or instruct crews to STOP. All crews must stop rowing and 

remain where they are until given further instructions by the race monitors.  

 

2 COACHING FROM THE BANK will be allowed. It is possible to cycle along the tow 

path although it is likely to be very muddy and there are a couple of gates, but it 

should be possible to cycle to the short course marshalling area and follow a short 

course boat. Please respect members of the public who may be using the towpath.  

 
3 THE RACE COMMITTEE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO DISQUALIFY OR IMPOSE 

A TIME PENALTY ON ANY CREW DISOBEYING INSTRUCTIONS OR CAUSING 

INTERFERENCE TO ANY RACING CREW.  

 

4 THE RACE COMMITTEE will adjudicate all penalties. It may, after consultation, 

determine the finishing order of crews.  

http://www.bluefriars.org.uk/
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The Finish of the race 
 

1 After the Upstream Segment of the race (Short course only):  Finishing boats 

need to move across to their port side (Minerva) and stay facing upstream, as 

directed by marshals. The first boat to arrive at the finish will park, facing upstream, 

downstream of the bottom bridge, as directed by marshals.  

2 Succeeding boats will park in the order in which they arrive.  Overtaking and 

shuffling into a different order is not allowed between the finish and the parking 

area. As soon as the last boat arrives at the finish of the upstream segment, all 

boats will turn around and face downstream. The downstream course will start 

immediately. The likely starting order is 4x, 2x, 1x. 

3 Finish (when racing downstream): The finish of the course is about 100m 

upstream of the boathouses. At the finish of the downstream segment, 

competitors must paddle on to keep clear of following boats. Turn downstream of 

the boathouses and get off the water as soon as possible. 

 

4 Disembarking: After the finish crews must continue to paddle light. Crews must go 

beyond the rafts before turning and approach them upstream. Please wait patiently 

in the queue for your turn. Do not go too far past the rafts as there is a weir further 

downstream. Crews returning to Minerva must wait, facing upstream, on the Avon 

Rowing Club side downstream of the rafts until given permission to proceed.  

5 After disembarking move your boat and blades away from the rafts and riverbank as 

soon as possible. In between divisions, boats and blades may be left on trestles in 

the field on the river side of the railway bridge. This will be signposted. No cars will 

be allowed in this field. Your Empacher numbers may be collected when you 

disembark – if not please return them to Registration.  A charge of £5 each 

may be made for numbers damaged or not returned.  

RESULTS 

Results will be available in the Boathouse as soon as possible after the division 

finishes and will also be published to our website as soon as possible after the race 

at www.bluefriars.org.uk/sbh.  

 

Prizes will be available from upstairs in the Avon boathouse after each division, once 

results have been published. In the event of two or more crews returning the same 

time they will be placed at the same position and awarded the same prize if 

applicable.  
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